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About This Game

CyberCon, the notorious global corporation, aspired to deliver to the world something that would change the fate of humanity.
What the world wasn't ready for however... Was CyberCon's true intentions. Their schemes had been controversial to most

before, but their newest idea seemed almost too perfect.
A much sinister secret was about to be exposed. CyberCon's project involved the development of neuro-hub chips. They

succeeded and became a phenomenon, later becoming a mandatory law to have them implanted at birth using state of the art
surgery and cutting edge technology.

CyberCon were granted this permission from the government. The controversy was covered up and very little was known how it
was done.

The technology was seen by many around the world as a major breakthrough that could cure blindness, deafness, disease, and a
huge boost in performance for modern day life.

It was further aiding as a gateway to easier communication and enhanced capabilities. This was the next milestone in human
history.

However, good things must always come to an end.

And CyberCon's true colors are yet to be revealed.

Features

5 Unique gamemodes.
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Over 20 unique weapons, including akimbo weapons!

Extreme amounts of gore & gibbing, this is your lovely grindhouse-gore movie!

Over 100 unique skill combinations.

A global profile system/leveling system.

Play as a zombie, evolve as a zombie using your special zombie skill tree to your advantage!

Modding friendly, customize your own soundsets for any of the npcs, make your own player survivor models, make
custom maps, share your creations via Workshop!

Character customization.

No pay to win!

Simple UI and HUD.

AI Soldiers, Tanks and Bandits/Mercenaries.

A powerful quest, objective & inventory system.

Playable on PC, Mac OSX, and Linux with multiplayer cross-compatibility.

Dedicated Server Support for PC and Linux.

Gamemodes

Story
Focuses on story based gameplay, progress by doing specific quests or side-quests to increase your chance of survival!

Objective
Focuses on small & simple objectives, this is a casual/chill gamemode based on the original BrainBread, if you want a
pure BrainBread experience you can enable a server command to force it to vanilla BrainBread mode. In this mode you
can also play as a zombie and as a human you can get infected. The zombie's objective is to prevent the humans from
progressing, when you get a certain amount of kills you will be able to respawn as a human again, or if you die too many
times. All of this can be regulated by the server owner.

Arena
This is a wave based gamemode, similar to 'Survival'. You have limited respawns and when you die you'll respawn after
X amount of seconds. Everyone respawns at the same time, certain maps may allow certain amount of retries for a wave,
if you fail too many times you have to do everything over again. This mode is very action-packed, you better be flexible.

Elimination
A Humans VS Zombies gamemode, first team to reach the fraglimit wins! In this mode you respawn individually,
however if everyone on your team is dead your team will be 'Exterminated', which means the round is over. The
opposite team gains a certain amount of points by exterminating the other team, this is an effective way to gain points
but it is hard to achieve if there's many players. In this mode you'll also trigger a team perk if your team gets a certain
amount of kills, your team will be blessed with some helpful skill for a certain amount of seconds.
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Deathmatch
A PvP gamemode, solely for humans. Featuring classic old-school powerups, increased speed and flexibility! As well as
an announcer which will try to salute you or make fun of you if you fail too much!
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Title: BrainBread 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Reperio Studios
Publisher:
Reperio Studios
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.7 GHz processor or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 9600 or Nvidia GeForce 500 series

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound

English,Turkish,Bulgarian,Swedish,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Norwegian,German,Simplified
Chinese,Czech,French,Italian,Korean
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Battledroid:
Hey there, Puppyfans!

Give Us Your Filthy Cash!. 2.01 Releases!:

New content:. Patch Update 747:
Patch 747 is live for PC, Mac and Linux! 747 adds notifications, tutorial tips, improvements to AI organizations, progression
and a lot more.

Notification System. Client Update 4/10/2017:

 Fixed an issue that caused a crash when deselecting objects.

 Fixed an issue that caused certain types of YouTube URLs to not automatically have their titles retrieved.

This update should fix the "Crash-On-Deselect" bug that *many* users were affected by.

The issue had to do with texture cleanup happening too soon for certain users. Texture cleanup is now deferred 3 seconds. This
fixes the crash issue.

Thank you to everybody who reported & helped me troubleshoot this bug.

NOTE: At 1:21PM Pacific time I pushed a hot-fix for texture cleanup to make it actually work.. Update #11: the big pre-ea-
fix:
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Tomorrow (Tuesday) the game enters Early Access, this hopefully means a lot of new players entering the moonbase and
leaderboards. It should mean you can also start leaving reviews on the game page.. (hint)

Back to the important stuff:

So today's update brings mostly a lot, and I mean a lot, of fixes and minor tweaks to the interface and also various stuff in the
game.

And one, often requested, feature is now added (slightly work in progress) and that's defining your own keys! For now it's just
for keyboard, still needs some improvement, and I'll see what I can do for controllers, altho they are using a fairly basic layout
already.

The interface look has changed slightly, giving a more unified look for everything.

So enjoy! I'll see you on the leaderboards, as it looks like we have our first "surviver" topping the ranks in a pretty decent time!

interface:

ADDED !! : input settings for keyboard - check them in options menu
fix: various gamepad button assignments
fix: stopped controller from taking over the interface (deadzone check)
fix: added middle-mouse button for inventory
fix: more unified interface look

game

change: made Techmine more usable (auto-countdown, always explodes)
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added: animation for the “alien portal”
fix: mom+kid spider gave wrong name when they killed you
fix: improved looping of music
fix: level 12 exit-placement problems
fix: secret area-walls now shootable with mouse controls
fix: CPU’s not always showing up on map
fix: Spawner was blocking rockets
fix: NPC asking for 2 different things if you returned
fix: NPC sometimes spawned at exit
fix: stopped barrels from exploding when in in-active area’s
fix: made “secret” stuff not appear in early game sessions to not scare new players
fix: damaged items, now more noticable damaged
fix: “underground cave” entrance wasn’t spawning (like close to never)

. Bone Busters Inc.™ just released!:
Bone Busters Inc.™ has just been released for Google Play, Steam (Mac/Windows) and Amazon.

iOS, Mac App Store and Ouya are still in review and should be released in the coming days.
https://youtu.be/JrjSHyi5nUY
Bone Busters Inc.™ (1989): is a one of a kind table from Gottlieb, designed by Ray Tanzer and Constantino Mitchell. With its
fast-flowing shots and innovative layout complemented by a wonderfully eccentric art package and comical sound set, it's no
wonder this table is highly valued by collectors and players. Starting with a tricky Skill Shot over the mini playfield, with the
option to use the player controlled ball diverter, this game challenges the player at every turn. Lock balls in several locations
spread across the Playfield and send the ball flying through the air via the Long Jump Ramp to start 2, 3, or 4 ball multiball.
Earn the Drop Target awards to discover Liz's Surprise and score the Opera Jackpot for big points. When normal game play
ends, the table features a Bonus Round 3 ball frenzy mode to top off a great score when activated during the game. And don't
forget to listen up to Old Mean One-Eye, the talking skeleton at the top of the Backbox, who comments to the Player throughout
the game. 2,000 units of this table were produced.
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